We now take for granted, many other things in modern libraries which are based on relatively recent technological developments. Take the Reader's Guide, for example. The concept of a periodical index is simple. In the last century, a number of ambitious indexing projects were undertaken. Most failed because of the economics. There was a relatively small market and printing costs were high. As 
RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION
The fist step toward automating is to convert manual records to machine-readable form. In some ways, retrospective conversion was the automation activity of the late seventies and the eighties. This leads to reflection on whether it is easier or harder for libraries in Idaho to automate than it has been elsewhere, The answer is perhaps "both." One reason for this is the size of libraries found in Idaho that goes from tiny to moderately large. If a library is very small, there may not be money to automate; and there may not be an urgent reason because smaller manual systems can work quite well. A medium to moderately-large library may be able to get along without automation though it would be desirable. Very large libraries were sometimes "forced" to automate in the early seventies because their manual systems were falling under their own weight. Maintaining even a small card catalog is a burden. Maintaining one the si7s of a football field is an impossibility. Therefore, libraries in Idaho have had the leisure to wait until systems got cheaper, more powerful, and easier to install and use. 
LOCAL SYSTEMS IN PLACE

CONCLUSION
Libraries may hope for a single solution to library automation that fits neatly into one black box, while in fact solutions keep proliferating and are always messy. That is the nature of information and the nature of the world of information today. This has been a glimpse at the past; no doubt the future will be even more interesting.
NOTES
